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Arrested for DUI in AZ?
dmcantor.com/AZ-DUI-Defense
We Can Help, Over 2,830+ Case Wins. Call Now for a
Free Consultation.

     

THE RISING THREAT OF STUN GUNS

The Chinese-manufactured
Kelin 95 is illegal in this
country but widely available
on the internet for just £20.

When a button on the side is
pressed, the powerful
electrical charge can stun an opponent into
submission.

More and more criminals are buying the
weapons and some models can discharge far
higher - and potentially fatal - charges.

It is marketed as a self defence device for law
enforcement, security guards and civilians.

Drug dealer jailed for five years for
possessing a 50,000 volt STUN GUN
disguised as a mobile phone

Officers found the illegal weapon at the home of Wesley Walters, 26

They searched his home after he sold an undercover officer heroin

He claimed the dangerous weapon was a 'novelty item'

Walters was jailed for five years for drug and weapon offences

By SAM WEBB

PUBLISHED: 10:36 EST, 9 January 2014 | UPDATED: 11:59 EST, 9 January 2014

A drug dealer has been jailed for five years for possessing a dangerous stun gun disguised as a
mobile phone, according to police.

Officers discovered the weapon, which is capable of discharging 50,000 volts, while searching the
home of Wesley Walters in Southampton, Hampshire.

The potentially lethal device - designed to look like the Sony Ericsson K95 - is as powerful as a
standard-issue police Taser.

The 26-year-old had been arrested hours earlier after supplying four wraps of heroin to an undercover
officer ass part of Operation Fortress, a police campaign to clamp down on serious violent crime linked
to drugs in Southampton.

Police raided drug dealer Wesley Walter's home and found a 50,000 volt stun gun disguised as a mobile
phone hidden in a wardrobe. The potentially lethal device  is as powerful as a standard-issue police Taser

They also discovered a police-style metal baton.

A Hampshire police spokesman said: 'When detectives searched his flat on Rampart Road they found
the firearm disguised as a mobile phone in the back of a drawer.
 
More...

Racist thug who made white supremacist salute while leaving court after admitting to wearing Ku Klux
Klan outfit in YouTube videos is jailed

Knife-wielding Russian road rage driver comes off worse after other motorist fights him off with a
SHOVEL after high-speed chase

Terrifying moment armed robber holds shopkeeper at gunpoint just for a few cans of beer

'The weapon, which was capable of discharging 50,000 volts, will be destroyed.'

Detective Constable Simon Woods said: 'We targeted Walters’ home after he sold heroin on two
occasions to an undercover officer in March.'

Shocking: Officers discovered the weapon, which is capable of discharging 50,000 volts, in a cupboard at his
home

He added: At court he claimed the stun gun was bought as a novelty item. He said he’d misplaced the
charger and had put the weapon at the back of the drawer and hadn’t used it since.

'Even so, he had access to a dangerous weapon which still held a charge and was capable of
delivering a very powerful blow.'

He added: 'We also found in his flat a police-style
metal baton. It’s unusual for a member of the
public to have one in their possession but
because it was in a private place, no offence was
committed

'It too will be securely disposed of.'

Walters pleaded guilty at Southampton Crown
Court on Tuesday to possessing a section 5
firearm, for which he was jailed for five years, and
two counts of supplying heroin, for which he was
jailed for three years and six months to run
concurrently.

The court heard that Walters had committed
more than 20 previous offences, including
inflicting grievous bodily harm, possessing an
offensive weapon, assault and affray.

DC Woods continued: 'The warrants we carried
out as part of Operation Fortress were designed to demonstrate that Southampton is a hostile place
for anyone coming here to deal drugs and commit acts of violence.

'At the same time, the campaign is finding long term solutions to helping to reduce the demand for
drugs.'
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DeFacto, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 8 months ago

So the sentence isn't 'just' for possessing the stun gun. It was for selling drugs as well, and he
had 20 previous convictions for assault, possessing an offensive weapon etc..

11261

Click to rate

Captain Peacock, London, 8 months ago

Pleaded guilty so he will serve just over 2 years.

7179

Click to rate

Bob bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany, 8 months ago

Time to start giving real punishment to these scum, Five years for breathing is OK but for the
Drugs and etal Weapon it should be 30 years for each to run one after the other.

34237

Click to rate

KampungHighlander, Glasgow, 8 months ago

"firearm disguised as a mobile phone" A stun gun is not a firearm

81223
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Reese Witherspoon
plunks down $12.5m for
Pacific Palisades estate
close to Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Garner's
mansion
Stunning estate

VIDEO EXCLUSIVE: 'I
see him all the time':
Hugh Grant talks
candidly about the love
he has for his half-
Swedish son
Proud father Hugh

Effortlessly cool: Laid
back Lorde strolls
through the streets of
New York after covering
ELLE magazine  
Taking a break from the
gothic glamour

The new 'it' shoe that
EVERYONE is wearing
on the red carpet - and
why Kate Bosworth, Eva
Mendes, Bella Thorne
and Zoe Saldana love it
so much 

Bras on show, THAT 
J. Lo leg flash and Ryan
Seacrest in a Macy's tux
he designed himself...
five biggest moments at
Fashion Rocks
SPONSORED

'B**** please!' Khloe
Kardashian wears rude
top to the gym... as it's
claimed she split from
French Montana
because she 'isn't over
Lamar'

Big night? Sonja
Morgan is a little worse
for wear as she kisses
two men at the same
party
Single and definitely
ready to mingle

Ralph Lauren gets a
kiss from his wife after
showing safari-themed
collection with cargo
pants, travel bags and
LOTS of khaki
Spring 2015 collection 

The life of a fashion
designer: Donna Karan
to release a memoir
about her career and
'spiritual journey' since
her husband's death
Autobiography next year 

Former Australia's
Next Top model
contestant Simone
Holztnagel stars
TOPLESS in photo
shoot  exploring
'sexuality and power
play'

Sold! Mila Kunis
unloads her Hollywood
Hills bachelorette pad
for $3.8m... just after
fiancé Ashton Kutcher
dumped his party house
for $10m

Dakota Johnson
presses a pencil to her
lips in subtle but
suggestive new Fifty
Shades Of Grey still
In honor of Anastasia
Steele's birthday

A natural wonder!
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley goes make-up
free in striped bikini
bottoms and white T-
Shirt for day at the
beach

Honeymoon harem...
James Blunt and
topless 'wife' Sofia
Wellesley soak up the
sun as they holiday in
Formentera
Married inside a small
chapel in Mallorca

Keeping Up With
Kendall! Kris Jenner
flashes derrière in
thigh-skimming
embroidered dress as
she parties in New York
with 18-year- old model
daughter

Just a number?
Steven Bauer, 57, and
his much younger
girlfriend Lyda Loudon,
18, step out for lunch
together in LA
Stepped out for lunch on
Wednesday 

'I learned what love
truly is': Ryan Phillippe
gushes about the birth
of his 15-year-old
daughter Ava as he
turns 40
In honor of her birthday

What WERE they
looking at? Prince
William shares a funny
moment with Charles
and Harry
First day of the Invictus
Games in north London

Clothes fit for a future
queen! Princess Mary of
Denmark steps out in
style to perform her
royal duties
One of the world's most
stylish monarchs

Baby's debut! Stacy
Keibler takes new
daughter Ava Grace out
in public for the first
time less than three
weeks after she was
born

That Merc cost a pretty
penny! But Kaley Cuoco
can afford $250k wheels
now she's earning $1m
per episode for Big
Bang Theory
Bought a luxury rocket

Olivia Newton-John's
daughter Chloe Lattanzi
dons tiny shorts and
watches on in
amazement as an
attendant pumps petrol
into her truck

Now he's being
modest! Justin Bieber
covers up in bulky
jersey at vitamin shop...
after being booed for
flaunting his physique
at Fashion Rocks

Apollo Nida says he
has 'finally arrived' at
prison to start his eight
year sentence after
failing to show up the
day before
Pleaded guilty to fraud

Sexing it up! Elizabeth
Berkley, 42, sizzles in
leather trousers,
plunging top and jacket
designed by husband
Greg Lauren ahead of
his runway show

Poppy Delevingne
looks every inch the
Chanel girl in a tweed
jacket, laser-cut
jumpsuit and fragrance
bottle clutch bag
Out for the evening

Chris Brown's
'entourage throw bottles
in nightclub brawl
leaving one man in
hospital with a serious
eye injury'
Fashion Week after-party

'We couldn't be more
excited': Anger
Management's Noureen
DeWulf expecting her
first child with hockey
pro husband Ryan
Miller
Confirmed on Thursday 

Daryl Hannah steps
out alone day after
cuddling up to rocker
Neil Young, who just
split from wife of 35
years
Effortless style dressed in
a low cut white top

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Neil Young, 68, and
Daryl Hannah, 53, enjoy
a cosy date together...
less than a month after
he files for divorce from
his wife of 36 years

A catwalk show at just
13! Teen designer
Isabella Rose Taylor
makes her debut at New
York Fashion Week
Austin, Texas, girl  took
her bow on Tuesday

Another day without
Jennifer Aniston! Justin
Theroux is seen without
his fiancée AGAIN as he
steps out solo in NYC
Sculpted arms in a short-
sleeved T-shirt 

Back to reality!
Brooklyn Beckham
enjoys casual London
stroll with female
friends... after spending
the summer in LA with
'girlfriend' Chloe Moretz

'Carmen can walk!'
Hilaria Baldwin shares
sweet video of 12-
month-old daughter
taking her first steps
Documented the
milestone moment

Pip pip, get off the
road! Pippa Middleton
cuts a businesslike
figure as she takes a
stroll down a London
street
She means business

Feeling broody?
Rihanna shows off her
maternal side as she
cradles baby niece after
photo shoot in New
York
Wrapped up in a frumpy
striped cardigan

Double trouble!
Serena Williams'
'constant partying
causes icy rift with
sister Venus Serena
Not been seen together
off court in recent weeks 

Jill Duggar shows off
growing baby bump for
first time since
announcing pregnancy
eight weeks after
marrying Derick Dillard
23-year-old reality star

'It's something in my
blood!': John Travolta
invites TV show into his
multi-million dollar
Florida mansion to
check out his very own
private airport 

Just like dad! Lily-
Rose takes after famous
papa Johnny Depp as
she looks pensive on
LA set of new film Yoga
Hosers
Taking her new role as
actress quite seriously

EXCLUSIVE: Mark
Wahlberg changes plan
to fly commercial today
to Los Angeles and
hires private jet, not
taking any chances
after he cheated death
on 9/11

Staying loyal to the
brand: Kate Moss picks
up a few bits from
Burberry on shopping
trip in chic black outfit 
Face of Burberry's latest
fragrance campaign

Can't help but Bay-
watch! Carmen Electra
dazzles in sexy
bejeweled bustier at the
Blonds show during
New York Fashion
Week 
Ample cleavage

Duchess of Cornwall
leads tributes to her
'indestructible,
charismatic' brother in
memorial service
attended by family and
celebrity friends

Earning her fashion
stripes! Queen Letizia
keeps it chic in black
and white as she lends
her support to child
safety campaign
New Queen of Spain

Who says money can't
buy you love? Paris
Hilton gets a kiss and is
asked out by a
homeless man after
giving him some cash
Tried to win her heart

Vanessa Hudgens
looks street chic in
ripped jeans and
revealing tank top...
after news she'll play
elegant Parisian Gigi for
Broadway show

'I've really embraced
my body': Demi Lovato
opens up about her self-
confidence in new
campaign for Skechers 
Singer happily posed in
their latest footwear

How my pushy
parenting backfired
disastrously: TANITH
CAREY wanted her
daughter to be a high
achiever - but it came at
a cost

Very unconventional!
Alessandra Ambrosio
showcases her slender
pins in vibrant mini-
dress and killer blue
heels at Desigual
fashion event 

Creature of habit! Isla
Fisher wears the same
green puffa jacket TWO
days in a row as she
carries out errands in
London
Not so glamorous now

Maria Menounos, 36,
shows off her slender
physique as she covers
Shape magazine while
revealing she's 'finally
ready to have children'
Shares her workout tips

Court-ing attention:
Miss Cox looks lovely in
brown satin dress and
thick-rimmed
spectacles
Night out at trendy West
Hollywood restaurant

'I broke my lower
back!': Liza Minnelli
suffers injury from
picking up her dogs...
which prevented her
from attending Joan
Rivers' funeral

'B**** stole my look!':
Blonde beauty Sophie
Monk jokingly accuses
pop sensation Ariana
Grande of copying her
style 
Sydney radio presenter

Woman of the people!
Ariana Grande meets
and greets fans at
Japan's Narita
airport...after being
accused of a diva
tantrum in Australia  

'We have a stack of
sexy Polaroids!'
Jennifer Garner reveals
what she and husband
Ben Affleck get up to at
home
At Toronto Film Festival

Bum-believable! Khloe
Kardashian shows off
her ample booty as she
arrives at the gym in
Lycra gear
Work out amid claims
she's split from French

Hope for heroes:
Princes William and
Harry applaud as brave
disabled soldiers
compete at the Invictus
Games in London
First day of the event

The Bachelor
Australia's Blake
Garvey gets the girl's
hearts pumping as he
takes his shirt off
Shirtless hunk breaking
hearts Down Under

Modern Family's Sarah
Hyland highlights her
lithe figure in sexy cut-
out swimsuit as she
joins co-stars to film
new series
Stunning young woman 

Doing the nappy run:
Yummy mummy Tamara
Ecclestone stocks up
on household
essentials with baby
Sophia
Back down to earth with a
bump

'They were super cute
together': Jennifer
Lawrence and Chris
Martin 'spotted enjoying
a romantic dinner date'
At La Dolce Vita in
Beverly Hills on Monday 

Home sweet home!
California girls Katie
Holmes and Suri Cruise
arrive back to their West
Coast digs after
relocating from New
York

Transgender woman
has more than a
HUNDRED black-market
injections to achieve
her 60-inch bum -
despite friends dying
due to similar
operations 

'The driver reversed
into me': Top Gear's
Richard Hammond
escapes 'TWO
motorbike crashes in
one month'... eight
years after he nearly
died

She's got a Talent for
putting Heidi in the
shade! Mel B upstages
Klum in a tight-fitting
animal print skirt at AGT
filming
On Wednesday evening

Just a couple of
Muppets! Mel B and
Heidi Klum become
Miss Piggy's backing
singers on America's
Got Talent
Wrapped feather boas
around their necks

It's no joke! Joan
Rivers left a $150
million fortune which
will all go to her
daughter Melissa,
beloved grandson
Cooper... and her dogs
Loved her two pets

Kendall bares all! Miss
Jenner attends launch
of book she poses
naked for... and doesn't
cover up much in tiny
top and skirt
New book Angels

Liv Tyler 'pregnant by
David Beckham's best
friend Dave Gardner'
after whirlwind romance
Liv Tyler is reportedly
pregnant with her second
child

Kanye West was
'suffering from a
migraine when he was
rushed to hospital for
an emergency MRI
hours before
performing in final
Melbourne concert' 

Mum went to Venice
and all I got was this T-
shirt: January Jones'
son Xander shows off
present from mum's
visit to film festival
Little Italian treat 

Reunited! Australian
beauty Cheyenne Tozzi
attends New York
Fashion Week festivities
with Face Australia
contestant Chantal
Monaghan  

George Clooney 'to
star in Downton Abbey
for one-off Christmas
special after becoming
friends with Hugh
Bonneville'
Surprise casting

Far from Flawless!
Anne Hathaway and co-
star Robert De Niro
playfully film outdoor
Tai Chi scenes for new
movie The Intern
Filming in Brooklyn

Princess Beatrice
becomes a city trader
for the day as she joins
Samuel L. Jackson and
Stephen Fry at celeb-
packed charity event
Selling for a good cause

'Hasta la vista, Maria':
Arnold Schwarzenegger
scrubs out estranged
wife's face on official
statehouse oil painting
Page Six reports that a
lapel pin has gone

'Let's just run to Vegas
and do it': Kelly Brook
might elope with David
McIntosh... and says
she wants to be a mum
Model changes wedding
plans all the time

'You're a rat piece of
s***': Mike Tyson swears
on live television after
presenter refers to his
rape conviction 
Ex-boxer had expressed
his support for Rob Ford 

Who that, who that?
An unearthed photo of
Iggy Azalea shows the
rapper as a young
Australian high school
student, complete with
bright pink headband 

Charlie Sheen pledges
$1000 tip to restaurant
server who was left just
20 cents by Philadelphia
Eagles star LeSean
McCoy
Sheen tweeted support 

How to ruin a perfectly
good look! Keira
Knightley cuts a
bedraggled figure in her
glam gown as storms
hit Toronto Film Festival
Some strong winds

Is that you Camille?
Grammar is
unrecognizable in struts
down Betsey Johnson
catwalk in fluffy
negligee, bridal veil and
smudged make-up

'Dream Big Be
Unrealistic': David
Beckham unveils new
Jay Z inspired tattoo on
his hand
What will Victoria think of
it?

Once you pop, you
can't stop! Aussie
models Cheyenne Tozzi
and Catherine McNeil
up to their old tricks as
they titillate NYC in
cleavage-baring
dresses 

The looks of love!
Adam Levine and Behati
Prinsloo can't stop
smiling as they hold
hands while wearing
matching ensembles for
a night out in London

What a flapper!
Jessica White reveals
her underwear in
completely see-through
1920s style dress at
Fashion Week party
Showed some flesh

'Why shouldn't she
have sex with a man
before becoming their
wife?': Michelle Dockery
discusses Lady Mary's
lover as Downton
Abbey returns

New romance for
Branson and Lady Mary
while Lady Edith
struggles with lost love:
A look forward at
Downton Abbey series 5
Returns January 2015

She's smoking hot!
Kendall Jenner goes
topless again and lights
up a cigarette in racy
new photo shoot
A provocative black and
white shot

Flower power! Zooey
Deschanel and Kristen
Wiig look blooming
lovely in floral print
dresses at The Skeleton
Twins premiere
Ready for spring... in fall

Life is sweet! Dressed
down Diane Kruger
treats herself to an ice
cream cone and
sprinkles on a shopping
trip
Actress took a break 

The Lady Is A Tramp!
Salma Hayek dons
Charlie Chaplin-esque
ensemble as she steps
out in Mayfair
Salma Hayek looked like
Charlie Chaplin

The bright stuff!
Adriana Lima shows off
model figure in black
top and eye-catching
maxi skirt as she leads
stylish stars at
magazine bash

Naughty and nice!
Nicki Minaj changes
from demure housewife
to golden goddess as
she graces a double
cover of Dazed
magazine
From naughty to nice

'I thought at least I
would get a face-to-face
or something but there
was nothing. At least
now I can date someone
taller': Caroline
Wozniacki on break-up 

Sister act! Paris and
Nicky Hilton wear thigh-
skimming skirts to
NYFW party... as they
continue to promote
new book 365 Style
Stylish pair

'Here's a real picture of
the Batmobile': Batman
V Superman director
Zack Snyder shares
image of Ben Affleck's
new wheels... after
wrong car is named

You glow girl! Jessica
Hart shows off her
radiant complexion as
she goes make-up free
at New York Fashion
Week
Natural look

'When God gives you
another sister': Jessica
Seinfeld is treated to an
early birthday
celebration by pal Kelly
Ripa
The duo posed up

Aaron Taylor-Johnson
cuddles wife Sam
Taylor-Wood in close as
they dress down for
romantic date night at
London's Chiltern
Firehouse

Bumping along nicely!
Heavily pregnant Mila
Kunis looks radiant as
she wears tight tank top
for a day of pampering
at salon
31-year-old mom to be

Hip hop flop leaves
Kate Rothschild half a
million poorer
Lover has moved back to
the U.S. and now the
heiress appears to have
given up on company

Leg it! Tamara
Ecclestone displays
slims pins in LBD and
mesh heels for dinner
date with husband Jay
Rutland
Heiress in London

'This love is so
goooood!!!': Ashlee
Simpson gushes about
new husband Evan
Ross in cuddly
Instagram snap while
on honeymoon in Bali

Apollo Nida 'to be
issued with arrest
warrant after failing to
report to prison'-
instead 'angrily
confronting wife
Phaedra Parks over
money issues' 

Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West drop a cool
$9,000 to rent out an
ENTIRE hotel floor in
Australia so daughter
North could move
around freely

Welcome to Sydney
North! Stylish Kim
Kardashian and her
husband Kanye West
touch down in harbour
city... but it's their little
girl who steals the show

That's unlike you! Kim
Kardashian wears her
favourite clingy black
Givenchy dress for the
THIRD time in a week as
she attends Kanye
West's Melbourne show

Ozzy Osbourne and
wife Sharon head out
for romantic dinner in
Los Angeles
Keeping the romance
alive after decades
together

Christina Milian
qualifies for her place
on the front row at
Betsey Johnson NYFW
show ...revealing her
ample cleavage in low-
cut floral kimono

That looks tasty!
Alessandra Ambrosio
licks ice lolly during
fun-filled appearance on
Spanish television
During an appearance on
Spanish television 

'I was always
insecure!': Jessica Alba,
33, shows off her
amazing figure in hot
pink dress as she opens
up about feeling
inadequate in her 20s

What's the one thing
Anna Wintour would
never wear? Vogue
editor offers a rare
glimpse inside her
office as she answers a
series of candid
questions

Making waves! Jolly
Katharine McPhee
mingles with fans as
she arrives for
appearance on The Late
Show
Looked stunning

You're a traitor sir!
Claire Danes gets tough
with smarmy CIA boss
in teaser trailer for new
series of Homeland
Claire Danes character
Carrie Mathison 

'Going to Disneyland
and having as many
Instagram likes as Kim
Kardashian!':
Americans reveal what
success REALLY means
to them 
SPONSORED

Pale Anne Hathaway
keeps herself hidden
under an umbrella as
she takes a break with
her canine companion
on set of The Intern in
Brooklyn

Make-up free Jordana
Brewster, 34, looks
youthful as she heads
out for groceries in LA
Fast & Furious actress
lives at a much slower
pace...

A shirtless Usher bites
on the thigh of a model
as he reveals the 'last
three years have been
the hardest times of my
life' for raunchy
magazine shoot

Nick Cannon steps out
in funky glasses and
chains... as it's revealed
he 'could gain custody
of his twins in divorce
proceedings with
Mariah Carey'

Miley Cyrus displays
bare midriff in
psychedelic bra top as
she debuts first her art
installation at Jeremy
Scott NYFW show
Has an alternative style

Going grey: Rihanna
dons silver wig as she
wears thigh high boots
and leotard for new
magazine photoshoot
In a new magazine
editorial 

'So excited': Vanessa
Hudgens set to make
her Broadway debut
after landing lead role in
stage revival of Gigi
Has been cast in the lead
role

'Gonna be a long
game': Hugh Jackman
displays fit figure in
tight shirt while taking
part in new contest on
The Tonight Show
Moustache has gone!

Biker chic! Nikki Reed
opts for edgy look in
leather jacket, skinny
jeans and bright red
heels as she heads out
for lunch
With her mother

True bromance!
Shirtless Zac Efron
shows off his rock hard
abs as he cavorts with
his director on set of We
Are Your Friends
26-year-old heartthrob

Pretty sexy in pink!
Jessica Chastain sizzles
in plunging and
backless coral dress at
The Disappearance Of
Eleanor Rigby
screening
Actress looked stunning

'I've developed
something of a
fearsome reputation'
says queen of kook
Lorde, 17, as she rocks
fierce ethereal style on
cover of Elle magazine

Bye bye short hair!
Pamela Anderson
shows off long locks
while in NYC with on-
again husband Rick
Salomon... after
insisting she loved her
pixie

She means business!
Portia de Rossi slicks
her hair back and dons
a pencil skirt and blazer
on set of Scandal
Seen for the first time in
her still unknown role 

Good news, Harry -
that sparkler's NOT for
Chelsy
Charles Goode was
sporting the angel-motif
ring that he was said to
have proposed with

Still on that strict diet,
Kim? Kardashian
grazes on a grape as
she takes in the view
from the balcony of her
Sydney hotel room with
Kanye West

The Sweet Escape!
Gwen Stefani arrives
back in LA from iPhone
launch looking cool in
shades and skinny
jeans
The 44-year-old was
spotted running errands

  

DON'T MISS

He's the Wall Street
scam artist who stole
$50m and Hugh
Hefner's girlfriend and
now Mark Yagalla wants
to tell you how not to
get conned out of your
savings

Well, she's only
human! Vogue's Anna
Wintour says Hugh
Jackman is one of her
'favorite' actors in new
candid clip lifting the
lid  behind the shades

Oprah as you've never
seen her: Talk show
legend experiments
with bangs, purple eye
shadow and an eyebrow
'halo' on four new
covers of O

Music mogul Clive
Davis, 82, 'accused of
sleeping with another
man's wife in divorce
case'
The 82-year-old has been
mentioned

That'll keep the cold
out! Lindsay Lohan rugs
up in a knee-length fur
shawl for the Chovgan
Twilight Polo Gala in
London
Fabulous fur shawl

Menswear model!
Rachel Zoe displays her
slim shape in tuxedo-
inspired jumpsuit as
she attends Proenza
Schouler show
Black tuxedo jumpsuit

Jennifer Lawrence
transforms into fierce
warrior Katniss wearing
full armor for The
Hunger Games:
Mockingjay as full
length trailer is
announced

What really goes on
behind the scenes at
New York Fashion
Week? FEMAIL lifts the
curtain on the models,
and chaos behind the
catwalk 

The Leftovers co-stars
Justin Theroux and Liv
Tyler dine with David
Beckham in NYC... but
there's no sign of
Aniston or Victoria
Other halves missing

Heidi Klum and Nina
Garcia don similar
tasseled frocks at
Michael Kors show...
but supermodel steals
the spotlight in her
plunging number

Like an angel! Natalia
Vodianova outshines
the rest in head-to-toe
white at the Chovgan
Twilight Polo Gala 
Ethereal beauty at polo
gala

She's one Yummy
mummy! Hilary Duff
spices up breakfast TV
in thigh-skimming boots
as she continues to turn
heads on promo tour in
Australia

James Bond villain
Richard Kiel known for
playing Jaws has died
aged 74
Richard Kiel was best
known for his role as the
Bond villain Jaws

Style chameleon
Candice Swanepoel
swaps edgy backstage
look for breezy summer
fashion on runway at
Michael Kors show
In-demand supermodel

Robert Pattinson's
rumored girlfriend FKA
Twigs shortlisted for the
Barclaycard Mercury
Prize 2014 for her debut
album LP1
She's a British singer

A punk rave at Marc by
Marc Jacobs, tide pools
at Rodarte and a tribute
to Marilyn Monroe at
Jenny Packham - what
happened on day six at
New York Fashion Week

'He's passionate about
what he wants': Chloe
Moretz opens up about
rumored boyfriend
Brooklyn Beckham in
Teen Vogue
Actress is a cover girl

'I wanted to save
them': Katy Perry
reveals what she
learned in therapy after
messy splits from
Russell Brand and John
Mayer 

A tale of two looks!
Pregnant Zoe Saldana
covers up baby bump in
loose black frock, while
Kate Bosworth ops for
pastel semi-sheer dress
at NYFW

Can you tell an $1,400
Burberry cape from a
$40 Ikea blanket? 
The blanket is having a
moment, having been the
toast of Burberry's
fall/winter show

I do... not! Million
Dollar Listing's Josh
Altman and fiancée
Heather Bilyeu 'call off
their wedding after
months of fighting'
Supposed to wed in July

Pucker up: Pregnant
Shakira shares a
passionate kiss with her
baby daddy Gerard
Piqué at her father's
81st birthday bash
Expecting second child

She's a Disney kid!
Willow Smith, 13, wears
Minnie Mouse shirt
dress as she's spotted
on a coffee run in
Calabasas
Every kid's favorite place

Who said the suit
makes the man? Ben
McKenzie looks suave
dressed up and down
on the set of Gotham
Ben McKenzie on the set
of Gotham

No silver spoon for
Sophia... well almost!
Tamara Ecclestone says
she won't spoil
daughter but is planning
'the most exciting party
ever' for her first
birthday

Supermodel Maggie
Rizer makes a rare
return to the runway for
Michael Kors at New
York Fashion Week  
San Francisco-based
mother of two

Michael Douglas' son
Cameron to be released
from prison earlier than
expected... but still has
THREE more years to
serve
Jailed for narcotics

Couture just got cuter!
Rap legend Rev Run's
daughter Vanessa
Simmons introduces
baby daughter at sister
Angela's fashion show
Little fashion follower

Is this what started the
'feud'? Taylor Swift
'miffed' after Katy Perry
'stole three of her
backup dancers'
Swift's song Bad Blood is
inspired by a frenemy

Engaged! Friday Night
Lights star Adrianne
Palicki said yes to
boyfriend Jackson
Spidell's proposal
The 31-year-old beauty
met her beau on set

Downton Abbey's
Jessica Brown Findlay
puts on brave face to
promote new film with
Max Irons and Sam
Claflin after leaked
video ordeal

Gym bunny: Busy
Philipps shows off her
amazingly toned post-
baby body in Lycra
leggings en route to a
workout in LA
She's a mother of one

Beyonce embraces
metallic temporary
tattoo trend as she
boards private jet in
Nice with Jay Z and
Blue Ivy
The couple will be
performing in Paris

Absence DOES make
the heart grow fonder!
Cat Deeley and husband
Patrick Kielty can't get
enough of each other as
they're reunited
Long distance love

'He was too needy':
Khloe Kardashian and
French Montana are 'on
a break' after he became
'too dependent' on
reality star
Khloe has stepped away

Aussie model Nicole
Trunfio shows off her
legs in tiny denim cut-
offs and biker boots as
she steps out with
boyfriend Gary Clarke
Jr in New York 

Will they have TWO
weddings? George
Clooney to marry Amal
Alamuddin first in a civil
ceremony in LONDON
then again in Venice,
claims UsWeekly

New York's Finest!
Adriana Lima flirts with
cops as she steps out in
just a black hoody and
gold heels live new mod
showbiz
Amidst fashion week

Shia LaBeouf pleads
guilty in New York court
to disorderly conducted
after yelling abuse and
slapping actors'
behinds during a
Broadway show
Entered the plea in NYC 

Fun and Games:
Camilla cracks up at
funny Wills as animated
Royals enjoy front row
jokes at opening
ceremony of Invictus
Games

'I only have images of
my belly growing':
Megan Fox responds to
nude hacking scandal
by saying pregnancy 
pictures of her are 'as
undressed as it gets' 

Pregnant Duchess of
Cambridge forced to
pull out of opening
ceremony of Invictus
Games as her extreme
morning sickness
continues
Resting at the palace

'Of course it wasn't
staged!': Ariana Grande
defends Nicki Minaj's
'staged' wardrobe
malfunction at the MTV
Video Music Awards
Ariana is in Australia

Helena Bonham Carter
looks like she's in need
of a duvet day as she
heads out in pajama-
style outfit
The Harry Potter star
looked ready for bed

You can't work out
with her! Man claims
Kim Kardashian's
entourage kicked out
guests from a
Melbourne hotel gym so
reality star could work
out in private

Cara's sister Poppy
Delevingne wears a
crop top two ways as
she flashes toned abs in
chic skirt before baring
all again in low-rise
jeans 

Not long now:
Pregnant Chelsea
Clinton reveals her
growing baby bump as
she goes for a stroll
around New York 
Ready for business in a
shirt and blazer

Orphan Annie, is that
you? Jessica Chastain
unwittingly channels
the famous character in
a red-and-white dress
The 37-year-old visited
the Today show in NYC

Rene Russo is
stunning at 60 at
Nightcrawler premiere
in Toronto... as she
describes working with
husband of 22 years
She's still got it

Justin Bieber gets
booed by the crowd...
then strips down to his
Calvins to reveal his six
pack at Fashion Rocks
Justin, 20, hit back at the
crowd with his abs

Battle of the Booty!
Jennifer Lopez and
Nicki Minaj put their
derrières on display for
racy performances at
Fashion Rocks
Butt who did it best?

Trying to outdo
Angelina? Jennifer
Lopez dominates the
red carpet at Fashion
Rocks' long-awaited
return in a sexy
plunging, leg-baring
outfit

'I have more fun taking
her clothes OFF': Iggy
Azalea's NBA boyfriend
Nick Young reveals the
couple's bedroom
antics... and says he
loves 'her curves' 

'Look what you did to
me now!' Gavin
Rossdale reveals Gwen
Stefani told him by
email they were
expecting their third
child while he was on
tour

That's a Flash
(Gordon) ride! Muscular
Mark Wahlberg flexes
his guns while sat
astride a motorbike as
he shoots Ted 2 with
'80s movie hero Sam J.
Jones

App-y to be back on
dating scene! Britney
Spears jokes she's
'thrilled' with Tinder... as
it's claimed she is trying
to silence 'cheating ex's
porn star lover'

It's not a lingerie
show! Miranda Lambert,
Karolina Kurkova and
Kat Graham put their
bras on display at
Fashion Rocks
Seduced the red carpet

Suki Waterhouse
flashes a hint of side
boob in plunging sheer
dress as she arrives at
photocall for Burberry's
Art Of The Trench in
Taiwan

She's a natural beauty!
Jennifer Garner looks
radiant as she goes
make-up free to pick up
drinks
Seen leaving a Starbucks

Not such a clean teen
now! Nick Jonas strips
off at New York gay club
as he reveals more than
just his new single
From Disney-made band
The Jonas Brothers

Prince Harry's ex-
girlfriend Chelsy Davy
parades her long-term
boyfriend around west
London - but no sign of
the engagement ring
just yet

Her hard work is
paying off! Lily Collins
displays her toned
physique in tight gym
gear as she heads for a
workout
Keeps fit in Los Angeles

Gigi Hadid shows off
her simple but chic
style in all-black... after
admitting classmates at
college 'don't know'
who she is
Model of the moment

Sartorially in sync:
Pharrell Williams and
his wife Helen step out
in matching red boots...
as he continues his
European tour
Couple are in England

Nigella Lawson gets to
work on The Taste USA
set after FINALLY being
allowed back into the
country following
'cocaine confession'
Initially refused entry

Bob Dylan refused to
marry Joan Baez
because he couldn't
control her and
shunned his lesbian
daughter, reveals
blockbuster book by
best pal 

Bum notes! Cheeky
Rita Ora flashes her
bare derriere in a tiny
corset dress at NYFW
Fashion Rocks concert
Did ANYONE cover up at
this gig?

Paris Hilton's brother
Conrad, 19, was
traveling at 200mph 
when he was seriously
injured in a crash near
Palm Springs
Witnesses claim

Glad to be back?
Natalie Portman leaves
her Parisian home
behind as she jets into
LA with husband
Benjamin Millepied
They have one child

'We're uncoupled... for
now!' Hilary Duff does a
Gwyneth and reveals
hopes for a reunion with
estranged husband
Mike Comrie adding:
'We haven't filed for
divorce'

To think he used to be
so cute! Sixth Sense
child star Haley Joel
Osment films scenes as
a greasy Nazi for new
film Yoga Hosers
Unrecognizable star

Take a leaf out of her
book: Karlie Kloss
looks incredible in
garden-themed
strapless gown as she
sashays down the
runway
Spring/summer 2015 

She's still a country
girl! LeAnn Rimes
shows off her slender
legs in Daisy Dukes and
cowboy boots
Flashed her lean pins in a
pair of denim shorts

Sarong, so right!
David Beckham says he
doesn't regret wearing
that skirt... as he parties
with Jade Jagger at
fashion bash
He wore the skirt in 1998

Following in mommy's
footsteps! David
Beckham reveals style-
savvy Harper picks out
his shoes as he
launches new Belstaff
menswear line

'Get some sleep while
you still can!' David
Beckham's advice for
parents-to-be William
and Kate (and he's in
the running to be a
royal godfather too)

Rolling Stones' Keith
Richards hangs out with
daughter Theodora
backstage at talk
show... as she talks
about 'strict upbringing'
He's the naughty one!

Is THIS her diet
secret? Khloe
Kardashian leaves the
grocery store with a
cart-full of watermelons
as she shows off her
svelte shape
In the grocer's parking lot

Looks like those
pregnancy hormones
are kicking in! Carrie
Underwood fights back
the tears as she gets a
Special Achievement
Award at ACM Honors

'I'm pregnant!' Sara
Gilbert announces she's
expecting first child
with wife Linda Perry
live on The Talk to the
overwhelming delight of
her surprised co-stars

Disco divas! Jennifer
Hudson wears glitzy
underwear to perform
with RuPaul's Drag
Race star Latrice Royale
at Fashion Rocks
Outshone by Latrice

'What did you just do!'
Nicki Minaj is left red-
faced after Ellen
DeGeneres twerks in
her face in Anaconda
spoof
Hilarious antics

Packing up the
summer wardrobe?
Olivia Munn looks ready
for fall in black jeans
and a cosy grey top
while out in New York
Temperatures dropped

Former glamour
model, 40, claims she'll
be single forever
because no man is as
good as her cats
Tabitha Miles spends
$6,500 a year on cats

Clinic where Joan
Rivers went into cardiac
arrest denies it has ever
performed a biopsy and
says she was not under
general anesthetic
during fatal procedure

'She just got a little
overheated': Miss
Rhode Island
COLLAPSES during
pageant competition
She was taken to a
hospital for treatment

Feeling snug! Rihanna
displays her pins in a
chunky knitted dress
and bizarre sweater-
style bag for low-key
dinner in New York City

Pass the maracas! Lily
Allen flashes her
bottom in a flamenco-
style outfit... as one of
four sexy looks for
Miami performance
She's body confident

Supermodel Naomi
Campbell stuns in a
slashed white and silver
mini dress as she
attends NYFW Fashion
Rocks concert
Off the shoulder glamour

And THAT'S how to
carry off double denim!
Jessica Alba rocks
head-to-toe light wash...
complete with white
pumps
Spotted in New York

Quick change! Anna
Chlumsky shimmers in
bronze then slips into
flirty blue as she nips
from Vera Wang to
Cynthia Rowley at
NYFW
She's a fashionista

In a rush? Miley Cyrus
leaves her New York
City hotel make-up free
with soaking wet hair...
as she is bombarded by
a mob of fans
Covered up for once

Simone Battle seen in
final photo shoot with
GRL bandmates shortly
before her tragic suicide
The girl group posed for
the cover of a magazine
before her death

AnnaLynne McCord
displays her slim legs in
skinny jeans as she
attends premiere for
independent film 8 Days
The 90210 actress was in
a flirty mood

Night at the museum!
Meryl Streep keeps it
simple in a floral tea
dress at MOMA
premiere of My Old
Lady
At the Museum Of
Modern Art in NYC

Taking the plunge in
prints! Paris and Nicky
Hilton coordinate in low-
cut patterned dresses
as they attend book
signing
They could be twins

Bonkers for bacon!
Cara Delevingne gets
name of her favorite
salty snack tattooed on
the sole of foot
The British model just
loves pork

'Pick a dysfunction
and it's a family
problem': Robert
Downey Jr. opens up
about his and son
Indio's struggles with
addiction
Star spoke out

Reunited and it feels
so good: Loved-up Lara
Bingle and Sam
Worthington walk arm-
in-arm after actor
arrives in NYC following
Toronto Film Festival

'Best day of my life!':
Ashley Tisdale weds
Christopher French in
secret ceremony... with
Vanessa Hudgens as a
bridesmaid
Co-stars and BFFs

Alyson Hannigan's
daughter Keeva looks
more interested in her
doll as she eats out with
her family
At Brentwood's Infuzion
Cafe in LA

'She had a really tough
time': Mel B reveals
Victoria Beckham
suffered debilitating
morning sickness while
pregnant on Spice Girls
tour

Sickness is torture
that Kate's going
through, by a mother
whose extreme
pregnancy sickness
second time around
drove her to the brink 

Home is where the
heart is! Liv Tyler's new
beau Dave Gardner
seen leaving actress's
New York brownstone
The 36-year-old looked
dapper in a black shirt 

'I'm the luckiest guy on
the planet': Garth
Brooks talks about
being 'still madly in
love' with wife Trisha
Yearwood as he
launches long-awaited
comeback tour

Home at last! Kathy
Griffin, 53, arrives back
in Los Angeles with her
toyboy lover after Joan
Rivers funeral
She arrived in LA with
Randy Bick 

Spot on! Diane Kruger
rocks an animal print
frock and trendy blue
shades
German actress rarely
puts a fashionable foot
wrong

How close aides
feared Prince Harry
would give up the
stresses of royalty for a
simpler life... in Africa
According to royal
biographer Penny Junor

Best supporting
husband! Keira
Knightley's loyal beau
James Righton is right
by her side at The
Imitation Game Toronto
premiere

London calling: Drew
Barrymore brings her
bohemian style to the
England to film Miss
You Already with
Dominic Cooper
Her latest film project

Bondage Bond girl!
Curvy model Robyn
Lawley is armed with a
gun and is TOPLESS as
she slips on a leather
harness in new steamy
magazine spread

Fierce fashion! Shenae
Grimes shows her wild
side in a leopard print
blazer and shorts at
Fashion Rocks party
Putting her lean legs on
display

'Kanye was the
SECOND most
entertaining thing':
Watch one punter
having far more fun
than any other fan (and
he didn't care who
knew)

'He's supportive!'
Reese Witherspoon
claims husband Jim
Toth doesn't mind her
raunchy sex scenes as
they jet home from
Toronto

Naomi Campbell
dazzles on the catwalk
in a thigh-skimming
gold sequin dress after
getting a backstage
supermodel makeover
She's still got it

From model to fan!
Lily Aldridge sits front
row at the Tory Burch
fashion show during
NYFW
Lily Aldridge took in a
stylish show at the Tory
Burch spring collection 

  

Today's headlines Most Read

'America stands tall and America stands
proud': Obama pays tribute to the
strength of families who lost...

Mystery as 59-year-old Halliburton family
member is found dead in a bathtub at her
million-dollar Florida...

Dell announces world's THINNEST tablet
while the world's eyes are trained on
Apple - and it can even take...

EXCLUSIVE: Mark Wahlberg changes his
plan to fly commercial to LA today and hires
private jet instead after...

'He had his f*****g hands in the air': New
video of Michael Brown incident reveals
witnesses' horror at...

Two college students charged with alcohol
violations in fatal fall of freshman who slipped
from tenth-floor...

Unborn baby of pregnant teen facing
death penalty for murdering her mother in
Bali 'suitcase killing' get...

'If you threaten America, you will find no safe
haven': Obama vows to destroy ISIS with
Syria airstrikes in...

War on Terror part 2: Obama to use 13-
year-old authorization from Bush era to
bomb ISIS without...

Syria and Iran warn Obama that he could
trigger the ‘first sparks of fire’ in the Middle
East with vow to...

How British jihadist 'madams' are running
Isis brothels full of thousands of
kidnapped Iraqi women

Islamic State jihadists planning encryption-
protected 'cyber caliphate' so they can carry
out hacking...

Revealed: At least THREE young
Minnesota women have traveled to Syria
to aid ISIS jihadis

It's no joke! Joan Rivers left a $150 million
fortune which will all go to her daughter
Melissa, beloved...

Play-by-play announcer Ted Robinson
suspended by 49ers and Pac-12 Networks
for saying Ray Rice's wife was...

NFL calls in former head of FBI to begin
internal review after claims it got Ray Rice
video FIVE MONTHS ago...

Standing by her man: Janay Rice is
pictured at home with her disgraced
husband as she hits back at internet...

'Be nice to girls': Dad glues letters onto his
daughter's Ray Rice football jersey to change
it to a...

'How can you shoot four bullets through a
door and not foresee their death?' Legal
experts question...

An angry young man who battled adversity to
become South Africa's golden boy. But the
fears that haunted him...

A beautiful model with a law degree and a
blossoming career in TV. Reeva
Steenkamp had the world at her...

Luxury yachts, homes that resemble a Bond
villain's lair and enough private jets to make
the Queen jealous:...

Michelle Obama to campaign for Senate
candidates who don’t want her unpopular
husband anywhere near them

What it's REALLY like to have adult acne:
Emotional reaction from model whose face is
transformed so she can...

Music mogul Clive Davis, 82, 'accused of
sleeping with another man's wife in
divorce case'

Bills Gates' foundation donates record
$50million to fight Ebola in West Africa

Toronto's 'crack-smoking' Mayor Rob
Ford hospitallized with suspected
abdominal tumor

Silicon Valley mountain lion that viciously
mauled 6-year-old boy has been captured
and killed

Charges for teacher, 41, who 'slept with
16-year-old student' are thrown out after
he married her in Las...

MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH

Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
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